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***

Protests across the Western world exploded over the weekend with righteous indignation
over vaccine passports and mandates, and the mainstream media responded with blatant,
intentional silence.

In major cities across the Western world, tens of thousands, sometimes even hundreds of
thousands  in  each  city,  marched  against  their  government’s  anti-freedom,  anti-human
agenda regarding COVID-19, mandatory vaccines, and the dehumanizing apartheid state
the entire world seems hellbent on imposing.

These protests are so widespread that it would almost be easier to list the countries which
didn’t have demonstrations rather than those that did.

Nonetheless,  here  are  only  a  select  number  of  cities  that  saw  massive  pro-freedom
demonstrations, collectively constituting millions of freedom fighters:

London,  England  saw  an  easy  hundred  thousand  protesters  come  out  in
solidarity  against  vaccine  mandates,  wielding  signs  of  non-compliance  and
demanding  the  government  return  their  freedoms  as  they  marched  on
Parliament.

NOW  –  #LondonProtest  against  Covid  restrictions  and  vaccine
mandates.pic.twitter.com/XHsPFz5T6T

— Disclose.tv (@disclosetv) December 18, 2021

How large was the London protest this week?
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��pic.twitter.com/tlpCcOB06Z

— Aaron Ginn (@aginnt) December 20, 2021

Paris, France, saw thousands gather in front of government buildings, raising
their flags and a massive sign that reads “LIBERTE!”

NOW  –  Protest  in  #Paris  against  Covid  restrictions  and  vaccine
mandates.pic.twitter.com/fZueMNWKiw

— Disclose.tv (@disclosetv) December 18, 2021

For a 24th consecutive week, thousands take to the streets in cities across
France to protest  Macron’s draconian vaccine pass regime and the COVID
tyranny spreading across Europe. The French have shown they can do this for
years if need be. Paris today.pic.twitter.com/3QbJmq9xo4

— Michael P Senger (@MichaelPSenger) December 18, 2021

As Michael Senger notes, this will be the 24th consecutive week of protests in France over
the “draconian vaccine pass regime and the COVID tyranny spreading across Europe.”

In  Vienna,  Austria,  tens  of  thousands  of  freedom fighters  tore  down barricades
and stormed the streets to protest lockdowns and vaccine-based segregation.

NOW  –  Protest  in  #Vienna  against  Covid  restrictions  and  vaccine
mandates.pic.twitter.com/tv0fKp85Us

— Disclose.tv (@disclosetv) December 18, 2021

Those in Vienna were joined in protest by their brothers and sisters in Salzburg.

Thousands continue to take to the streets in cities all across Austria against
compulsory vaccination, lockdown for the unvaccinated, and other aberrations
of COVID tyranny. Salzburg today.pic.twitter.com/GsMWFt9hGK

— Michael P Senger (@MichaelPSenger) December 19, 2021
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Tens of thousands, possibly even hundreds of thousands, of Germans rallied in
Hamburg to protest the emerging state of totalitarianism that hasn’t existed in
the country since WWII.

NOW – Many thousands still protesting in #Hamburg against Covid restrictions
and vaccine mandates. pic.twitter.com/66Mh1irfGC

— Disclose.tv (@disclosetv) December 18, 2021

They  marched  day  and  night  through  the  cold  Fatherland  to  no  avail  and  without
recognition. The media remained silent.

NOW  –  Protest  in  #Hamburg  against  Covid  restrictions  and  vaccine
mandates.pic.twitter.com/5FA4k3XNi7

— Disclose.tv (@disclosetv) December 18, 2021

Australians picked up the torch once again in Melbourne on December 17, filling
the streets to oppose COVID prison camps and vaccine passports. Again, barely
a mention by the mainstream media.

There is a protest on Lonsdale St and it’s massive and it’s against government
overreach.  #Springst  #auspol  #Melbourneprotest  #Melbourne
pic.twitter.com/moXCUe6wX8

— James Newburrie (@DifficultNerd) December 18, 2021

An  amazing  view  of  the  anti-mandate  protest  in  Australia  this  weekend.
pic.twitter.com/vi8Z99VsXl

— Aaron Ginn (@aginnt) December 19, 2021

Tens of thousands filled the streets of Madrid, Spain, on Sunday, demanding the
return of their freedoms.

Thousands march in protest against vaccine passports and COVID tyranny in
Madrid, Spain.pic.twitter.com/TapfPAP6Vv

— Michael P Senger (@MichaelPSenger) December 19, 2021
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They were joined by their countrymen in Barcelona.

How large was the anti-mandate protest this weekend in Barcelona? This big!
pic.twitter.com/sWrnUFAs63

— Aaron Ginn (@aginnt) December 20, 2021

Click here to continue reading.
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